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BUSINESS SUMMARY

Luxury industry in 2014
The luxury and fashion industry is the most exclusive and integrate, still today where we are facing
a difficult economic moment. The success of this industry comes from the different meaning that its
products deliver. When you buy a luxury good, you are buying a status symbol, a feeling. This is
the reason why people keep on buying, because what their purchase represent is more important
than the object itself. It has always been like this and we can assume that this will always be the
point of strength of this industry. But what are the trends that now are dominating this business?
The three main tendencies in the global luxury goods market are globalization, consolidation, and
diversification. Globalization is a result of the increased availability of these goods, additional
luxury brands, and an increase in tourism.
Consolidation involves the growth of big
companies and ownership of brands across
many segments of luxury products, for example
LVMH, Richemont, and PPR, which dominate
the market in areas ranging from luxury drinks
to fashion and cosmetics. Diversification is something more complex, it involves the ability of the
companies to make the customer choose them and not their competitors.
« I think the idea of mixing luxury and mass-market fashion is very modern, very now - no one
wears head-to-toe designer anymore » said Alexander McQueen, and this sentence represent how
fragile is becoming the differentiation among luxury brands, actually also between haute-couture
designers and mass market fashion. Companies in this field already distinguish themselves
according to their own particular style and their own iconic products, but the real difference is the
way they perform in respect to customers. This means how well they orchestrate their marketing
strategy, in order to capture consumers’ attention and build a solid endless relationship.
Nowadays we live in a world based on technological devices that have obliged the companies to
reinvent their marketing strategy. In order to remain the top brand in client’s mind they have to
position themselves on all the possible new platforms that the digital innovation can offer. In the
fashion business the company’s success depends on its ability to surprise and catch the attention of
the customer who is increasingly looking for the ultimate experience, something that he can be part
of. Fashion and Luxury companies need to deliver a concept, an image more than mere products. In
order to convey emotions towards the customer they need to build a perfectly orchestrated strategy
of different touch-points.
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Touch-points are basically all the spot the company can reach and use to catch the attention of the
clients (advertising, television, social media, website, mobile app…). A correct use and a good
coordination of these touch-points allow the customers to get 360° service in order to interact with
the specific brand on a daily basis and not only in the purchasing moment. Among the others, one of
the trends coming from the market is the shift
from the traditional transaction-based, to a
long-term bidirectional relationship between
the company and its buyer. To improve this
new concept, companies need to become
providers of value-added services for the
consumers along their everyday life. This
switch requires a rethink of the marketing-entry strategy of the companies, trying to identify and
fully exploit all the opportunities given by the new innovative platforms they own.
This continuously changing scenario needs a figure that guides the companies through all these
innovations. Here comes the role of consultancy companies like Accenture. Their jobs consist in
studying the new market trends and developing effective strategies for their clients, in order to
enforce and support their marketing activities. These strategies are centered on the core of the
business and what services and products they offer. The consultant helps to create a detailed
marketing plan, determine the marketing message, and identify the appropriate marketing mix to get
the message out. In the case of ACIN this consultancy goes beyond these practices, since it focuses
on the development of the digital strategy in order to connect all the possible dimensions of
customers’ lives. However today is really hard to find an effective way to catch customers’ attention
and the purpose of this fieldwork was in fact creating a unique experience using as example a
mobile app that could connect a brand of our choice with the customer on a daily basis.

PURPOSES OF THE PROJECT

General tips on the study
The main purpose of our work was to research and deepen all the different digital marketing
strategies used by luxury and fashion brands. To see how they use them, on which platforms they
are on, and the way they connect all the different spots of their strategy. After the study of all this
aspect we should be able to prepare an experience index, made by the 10 top Fashion & Luxury
brands. In this experience index there should be a specific part for the digital experience delivered
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by all the brands, and a separate physical experience. The aim is to analyze in details every shade of
the brand in order to understand how well it is exploiting its possibilities.
Our work has also a more practical part: the build-up of a mobile application, as an example of
concrete way to put together all the different marketing platforms on which the brand can move.

METHODOLOGY

Our project step by step
1.

Research of information about what the digital strategy is and how to exploit it in the best way
in order to capture customer’s loyalty. In this part of the work we collected all the new trends in
terms of digital innovation and how the most famous brand have tried to put them in practice.

2.

Starting from the report made by L2-Business Intelligence for Digital “Fashion 2013” we tried
to figure out which were the top most digitalized brands. This report was of course just a base
for our research. In fact after the re-elaboration of the contents we started looking for all the
news about these brands and their innovative digital initiatives.

3.

After collecting all the information we needed we have built up the “experience index” that is
kind of a list of all the digital and physical touch-points the brands use to get to the customer.
We critically analyzed every single corner of their strategy giving it a score in order to
understand how well these ten brands were building a strong relationship with the customer.

4.

We prepared a survey in order to capture normal consumers’ attitude towards the digital and
physical experience promoted by the brands. Of course this survey was not as critical as our
judgment, since we deeply analyzed the strategy of every company. However the importance of
this part of the work is crucial because it reflects the opinions of ordinary buyers and their
perceptions about the brands.

5.

Last section of our project is the creation of a mobile app. We have chosen a brand (Chanel)
and we tried to apply all the important things we have learnt about the perfect marketing
strategy. Therefore we have insert several touch-points (from links to social media to the
storytelling part) in order to create a coherent connection between them. This section has the
aim of configuring in a concrete way a well digitalized strategy.
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HOSTING ORGANIZATION PROFILE

Accenture
Our

project

has

been

developed

according to/following the guidelines
drawn by the university’s partner
company Accenture. Our company’s
coach has been Costanza Colombo,
who is analyst at Accenture and works
at ACIN-Milano.
Accenture is one of the world’s leading
organizations providing management
consulting, technology and outsourcing services, with offices and operations in more than 200 cities
in 56 different countries.
The company has four growth platforms, Accenture Strategy, Accenture Digital, Accenture
Technology and Accenture Business Process Outsourcing. They are the innovation engines through
which the company builds high-level skills and capabilities, develops knowledge capital and
creates, acquire and manages key asset. The aim of the company is the development of innovative
integrated services and personalized solutions to improve its clients’ productivity and efficiency and
help them to create sustainable value for their customers and stakeholders.
Thus, Accenture helps organizations assess how to maximize their performance and works closely
with them to achieve their objectives. The company "High Performance Business" strategy is
focused on helping clients improve their operational performance, deliver their products and
services more effectively and efficiently and grow their businesses in existing and even new
markets.
Thanks to its commitment to clients’ satisfaction, Accenture built and strengthened intense
relationships with the world's leading companies and governments and work with organizations of
all sizes. To provide a concrete example, 99 of Accenture top 100 (based on revenue) clients in
fiscal year 2013 have been clients for at least five years, and 91 have been clients for at least 10
years.

ACIN
The Accenture Customer Innovation Network (acronym ACIN) – in the area of Assago Forum (city
of Milan) – is the center of innovation-oriented development, dedicated to the Fashion, Retail and
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Consumer Packaged Goods industries. The ACIN based in Milan (there are two other networks in
Chicago and Shanghai) is the most focused on the fashion and luxury sector. Here, those who are in
the capital city of the Italian fashion all over the world, about 200 groups year, can visit this sort of
futuristic laboratories.
ACIN is a center created by the multinational to develop strategies and products that define the
identity and increase the activity of a digital brand, in order to tighten and customize the
relationship with the customer and ultimately to promote sales. Accenture offers a sort of
partnership to its clients, not a mere advisory, sometimes even providing the necessary investments
to grow from the digital point of view.
The first step is to understand the strengths and the weaknesses of each brand; then to draw a
strategy and finally to move to the provision of tailor-made products useful to develop it. The final
aim is to standardize the perception of the brand in different channels, both physical and digital
(marketing point of view).
The journey of the new shopping experience, as is outlined at ACIN, starts from the interactive shop
window, which entertains and informs passers-by, inviting them to enter the store. Inside, the
merchandise on the “smart” shelves, when taken by the client, activate information screens. Thanks
to the multi-touch interactive table, the client lives an engaging information experience: while
physically placing the product on the surface, it automatically turns on digital contents.
But besides providing customers with an exciting shopping experience, the technology is also able
to provide retailers with accurate statistical analysis on customers. Each object raised is counted, as
heat sensors measure customer traffic in the store. In the retail sector, thanks to the eye-tracking, it
is possible to scientifically measure the gaze of the people. It is thus possible to analyze, for
example, which elements or areas of a shelf are the object of the attention, in which sequence and
for how long. The purchase decision is highly based on the impulse of the moment, and its speed is
counted by now in terms of seconds.
In conclusion, all the digital tools kept in ACIN (interactive walls and mirrors, installations of
augmented reality, sophisticated motion sensors, etc.) and customers’ interaction are both essential
to develop the market trends, to identify focus groups, but especially to enhance the purchase, for
which the physical store is still the main location.
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DIGITAL STRATEGY FOR FASHION & LUXURY BRANDS

The digital world
Traditionally, luxury and fashion brands have been hesitant to move online. Nowadays, because of
the internet’s increased ubiquity and print advertising’s decreased returns, more and more luxury
brands are making the transition to online advertising, e-commerce, mobile app and every other
digital initiative. Luxury and fashion brands started to consider the digital world and social media as
a center pole of their strategy, by implementing them in their marketing mix. Those brands
completely reinvented their strategy in order to put the customers and their satisfaction as a center
pole. This change in the business strategy is due to a transformation in the customers’ trends and
behaviors.
Today, affluent consumers are
particularly heavy users of the
internet for both information and
for online purchasing. Up to 90%
for high-income internet users
regularly

shop

online

number

slightly

(the

changes

according to the market). Internet
is their number one source of
information for luxury products.
Thus, there are a few points that fashion and luxury brands should consider when implementing a
digital strategy.
First, they must have a strong presence online. There are numerous third party information sources
online about any luxury brand. These sources might include consumer reviews, discussion, even
price comparison. Potential customers have access to this kind of information; it is essential that the
brand itself have a voice in the online landscape.
Secondly, they should try to engage customers through "omni-channel" shopping, by developing
strategies that link both physical and digital customer experience, with the main objective of
delivering a superior and complete value to satisfy them. The new strategies adopted by the fashion
& luxury brands are not only designed to increase their revenues, but are created to engage the
consumer and to spread awareness. The real challenge for each brand is to connect the new digital
strategies to the real value chain of the brand, in order to increase the sales but especially to create
an ultimate seamless experience for the customers.
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With the recession that took place in the last years, consumers are consuming less, but at the same
time they are expecting more from the products and company services. The digital enable marketers
to engage with target consumers on a personal level through microsites, branded hashtags and
digital touchpoints. These experimental and educational tactics integrated consumers into what felt
like the brand’s inner circle, which ultimately drove brand loyalty.
One of the main roles of the digital is to “communicate a dream”. Building the brand’s image and
methodology online helps to make the brand desirable for all customers, current and future.
This strategy allows the brand to reach affluent consumers who are potential customers as well as
aspiring consumers who may one day have the means to be potential ones.
Usually luxury brands try to mimic the in-store experience with an interactive website, but this does
not use the web’s primary strengths and has limited reach and utility.
Digital has to be seen as a piece of a larger puzzle, where digital campaigns are fully integrated with
a larger digital strategy and aligned with the brand’s value. Digital is now used to support all other
touch-points, including events, campaigns, customer service etc. It can also help expose past
initiatives to people who may have missed them, through the brand’s database constantly updated.
Cartier, for example, celebrated its 100 year anniversary in America (2009) with a number of
commemorative events: an exhibition in the Cartier Mansion in NYC, a touring exhibit of iconic
pieces, celebrity events, and a photography book. Each of these efforts has a gorgeously designed
online counterpart, which allows consumers to experience the events even if they could not actually
be part of. The previous one was an example of how luxury brands are trying to involve their
customer in a seamless and complete experience using every touch-point.
This is one of the reasons why many luxury brands are trying to implement their website with other
digital initiatives such as social media contest, interaction, etc.
Marc Jacobs, for example, during the last New York Fashion Week, launched a pop-up store with a
social media twist, “Daisy Marc Jacobs Tweet Shop” and offered Daisy fragrances and accessories
in exchange for social media publicity. Clients were invited to share, on their Instagram and Twitter
profiles, artistic snapshots of the space along with the hashtag #MJDaicyChain. Every post was
rewarded with freebies (free sample) and Marc Jacobs’ accessories.
A similar initiative was undertaken by Tommy Hilfiger for its fashion show on February the 10 th
2014. The Californian brand rewarded its Instagram users, who were encouraged to use a
#tommyfall14 hashtag in order to create buzz before, during and after the presentation. The brand
also employed the Instagram’s new Instameet feature with a #nyfwinstameet tag. The Tommy
Hilfiger’s Instameet will allow fellow Instagrammers in the area to meet up and hang around the
show.
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The main objective of all these strategies is to involve the customer in a 360° experience.
By segmenting and targeting their media public, fashion and luxury brands can promote new
products, enhance the general customer experience and retain customers. They are also trying to
build company and especially product awareness.
For instance, the French atelier Christian Dior enrolls consumers in digital beauty school to build
product awareness. Dior is directing fans of its cosmetics to the microsite through its Backstage
Pros’ Instant Beauty Solutions product promotions on its social media pages. The brand’s
Backstage Makeup School features a range of product to allow consumers to find what suits their
personal style, while learning more about product range and application processes. Consumers can
also browse a slideshow of behind-the-scenes photographs of models wearing Dior cosmetics. By
clicking “Get the Look”, a short video shows how to use some of the products and some ad
campaigns.
These are just some of the many initiatives undertaken by big firms in the fashion and luxury
market in order to involve the customers in a seamless experience, either they purchase or not the
final product.
A way to involve the customer in the world of the brand is by telling a story and going beyond
aesthetics in order to create marketing products that add value for the consumer – whether it is
entertainment, education, or utility. Most value-added marketing strategies include a heavy
storytelling component, giving consumers a reason to engage with the brand.
Brands such as Chanel and Louis Vuitton gave perfect examples of a brand’s storytelling initiatives.
The former with its recent new video “Coco Mademoiselle: She is not there” featuring Keira
Knightley; the latter with the “Louis Vuitton Journeys”, a showcase with personal stories from
groundbreaking astronauts. Even without the Louis Vuitton brand the website is fascinating for both
its content and the way the stories are told: they overlap and the consumer could choose to follow
each astronaut individually.
Luxury and fashion brand can also use digital strategies to reach the next generation of luxury
customers. Although young people may not be potential customers now, over time they will
accumulate the resources required to become luxury customers.
Luxury brands should have two approaches to their youth marketing strategy online. First, they
should be listening and engaging with younger people in order to understand the market. Secondly,
they should be outputting awareness marketing materials that are relevant to the youth market.
“In our postmodern society, where access to goods and services is often only a click of the mouse
away from most, luxury brands are no longer defined simply by rarity and price, reserved for the
pleasures of the elite classes. Time has become the real luxury, with customers deriving pleasure
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and satisfaction from the moments of interaction with brand worlds, not just the products
themselves. For brands this means delivering relevant experiences, seamlessly at every point in the
customer journey”. [Source: Jessica Swinton, consultant at Brand Union, in “How Burberry's
digital strategy is boosting brand value”, The Guardian.]
Although smartphones and tablets have become more prevalent by the day and even if fashion
brands are starting to consider the digital as a main point of their marketing strategies, many of
them have largely overlooked these elements. However, many brands are now wondering how such
devices can be more useful to their company’s bottom line.
Even now, the exploration seems to be a slow one, according to a recent study released by L2 Think
Tank, a company that specializes in digital marketing for high-end labels. Instead of engineering
software specifically for mobile devices – programs that allow users to swipe between pages or
apps that respond to orientation – most of the 80 watch and jewelry brands included in the L2 study
rely on outdated technologies. In their tablet presentations, for example, 94 percent of brands
depend on unmodified desktop websites, fewer than half support touch-and-swipe functionality and
only a sixth can discern and respond to landscape or portrait mode.
Experts agree that luxury watchmakers lag behind other industries when it comes to making sales
and marketing use of smartphones and tablets, and many suggest this reflects the companies’
reluctance to break from tradition. Others, however, believe that the sluggish move to mobile in the
industry is a result of most brands’ initial enthusiasm for digital platforms.
The study identified and examined two types of mobile investments: mobile applications versus
mobile sites. An app is downloaded onto the device and generally serves a single purpose, such as
the one Piaget released in November 2013, which presents the making of its Minute Repeater or the
Tiffany&Co one, which was dedicated to the engagement ring. A mobile site, on the other hand, is a
condensed version of the desktop
website that has been optimized for
smaller screens.
While more than half of the
companies surveyed are hedging
their bets by investing in both
avenues, the industry still tends to
favor applications over mobile sites.
The number of brands with an iPad app, indeed, increased by 10 percent over the past years and the
contents available for Android users jumped by 5 percent. Some apps aim to engage consumers
through education or entertainment; almost no apps allow purchases, however.
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The vast majority of the apps – over 90 percent of them – do not have either of those two essential
features, so they are not promoting a path to purchase. They are just promoting brand discovery in a
very small fan club.
Although expensive price tags and boutique visits have made it easy for some luxury retailers to
dismiss online shopping in the past, experts agree that e-commerce is becoming increasingly
important.

Multichannel
Multichannel is a marketing strategy which uses at the same time different channels and platforms
in order to reach customers. In this sense, a channel might be a retail store, a website, a mail order
catalogue, or direct personal communications by letter or email. The main goal of this approach is
to make it easy for a consumer to buy from a brand in the most efficient way.
In the last years this strategy has been also adopted to promote new products on the market, with the
objective of gather as much attention as possible from potential customers. To be effective,
multichannel marketing needs to be supported by a good supply chain systems, so that the details
and prices of goods on offer are consistent across the different channels.
The contribution each channel delivers to sales can be assessed via attribution modeling. Attribution
Model is the process of identifying a set of user actions (“events”) that contribute in some manner
to a desired outcome, and then assigning a value to each of these events. In particular, marketing
attribution provides a level of understanding of which combination of events influences individuals
to engage in a desired behavior, typically referred to as a conversion. Some companies target certain
channels at different demographic segments of the market or at different socio-economic groups of
consumers.
An example of a multichannel strategy is the one undertaken by Giorgio Armani to launch his first
Swiss-made watch collection. Armani launched a dedicated microsite that mimics the physical vault
in Messe Basel, Switzerland. Giving consumers
an online platform to learn about the line that
reflects the brand’s display at the show will
expand the reach of its exhibit at Baselworld
(Worldwide show of watches and jewellery).
Armani’s display looks like a bank vault.
Leading up to the unveiling of its Swiss Made
collection, Armani used all the social networks
by posting teasers on social media, showing
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images of a closed vault. On Instagram, the brand posted a short video of a vault opening, which
then dissolves into black without showing the contents inside. On Facebook, Armani told
consumers to like its post in order to be notified when the vault opens, and then commented on the
post days later with a link. Since the amount of work necessary on the part of the consumer was less
than subscribing to an email, close to 2,700 people liked the post to get an update. The microsite
continues the bank vault theme. When the website loads, circular door’s mechanisms move to open
the vault and reveal a watch. This image is the same as the one used on the trolley and the cover
photo on the brand’s Facebook page for consistency.
It makes sense for fashion labels to create dedicated sections for consumers to learn about their
newest watches, since it allows them to better explain the technical aspects of the timepieces.
Consumers’ trends and new behaviors
 Consumers want deeper engagement with their brands: they are looking for intimacy, meaning,
story, quality, provenance and a true sense of wonder;
 Consumers look for real stories, based on the storytelling and real life, which engage them to the
brands and are able to create differentiation from competitors;
 Consumers are not just focused on the beauty and quality of the products but are becoming
increasingly more sensitive on the ideals and values behind the brands;
 Consumers are interested in the interaction, engagement and info-training online experience. For
instance Tiffany reported a 20 percent increase in its sales after the “What makes Love true”
campaign, its micro sites and smartphone app “Engagement ring Finder” and two digital
campaigns that tell the brand story. Also Burberry reported a 29 percent increase in revenue by
switching the majority of its budget to digital experiences;
 Consumers want exclusivity, customized and personalized products. Adding personal touch to
any kind of luxury product can help boost its value in the eyes of affluent customers. Some
luxury brands have engaged customization tactics in mobile and digital platforms. A good
example is given by Burberry’s new smart personalization technology. It helped bring the
craftsmanship in apparel and accessories shown on the runaway to the customers. This made-toorder service offers custom outerwear and bags with engraved personalized nameplates that have
a built-in technology. Another means of personalization in the fashion industry comes from the
3D printer. There’s a San Francisco (USA) based clothing company, called Continuum, which
creates 3D printed bikini designed by consumers themselves. Continuum is not the only fashion
house using the futuristic technology: New Balance prints shoes, Nike and Adidas use it to create
product prototypes. Look at: http://continuuminnovation.com/work/branding-by-design/.
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Brands approach to consumers
Compared to the past, brands totally changed their way to attract new consumers and to improve the
relationship with loyal ones. Nowadays the biggest issue is about time. People have always less
time to dedicate to relationships, also with their favorite brands. The lack of attention is one of the
problems of modern society, where individuals are more and more multitasking. This factor
explains the success of a social media like Twitter, which uses only 140 fonts to deliver worldwide
messages. Pinterest, instead, prefers pictures instead of words because of their immediacy. Brands
use multichannel device strategy as a mean to maintain constant the relationship with consumers.
Multichannel strategy consists in the development of the brand on several platforms. In this way the
customer is unconsciously surrounded by hundred of inputs coming from different vectors. Firms
use several new approaches in order to involve consumers and stimulate their participation to the
values shared by the brands. These last are trying to build up a message based on an image and a
concept more than on a mare product.
A brilliant example is given by Mulino Bianco, which based its success on the idea of the perfect
family and matched all its products with moments of everyday life. Other firms prefer to engage the
consumers through entertainment and creativity, building their strategy on games and original
storytelling. Take the example of Louis Vuitton mobile app “City Bags: a Natural History”, which
lets the consumers play with the iconic bags and enjoy a surprising interactive experience.

Social media
The purpose of our project is to find out how to connect different touch-points, physical or virtual in
order to create a seamless customer experience. The fundamental conditions of a great client
venture are consistence, engagement, fluidness and the attention to details. Of course we are living
in a changing environment that is always more researching in the social media panorama new
marketing initiatives. That’s why in order to differentiate ourselves from the others we have to offer
to the customers lasting memories based on their preferences. The final aim is create an enduring
14

personal relationship with the customers by giving them power to personalize new innovative
services and try to anticipate customer’s needs and wants.
One of the touch-points we want to analyse consists in the social media. The most important
commercial trend happening today, indeed, is the rapid growth of inbound consumer engagement
for brands on social channel.
Social media have fundamentally changed the way brands and people communicate with each other,
creating expectations and new speed levels of interaction. Once a channel for personal expression
and news, social has become a primary form of commercial communication and its changing how
organizations work. A brand’s followers and fans expect attentiveness, responsiveness, and value in
exchange for their attention and loyalty. A loyal customer is more willing to consider for another
purchase and to recommend the brand to a friend (phenomenon called word of mouth). More than
ever, consumers are in control and they expect brands to take care of them. Like no other medium
before it, social media provides open communication and fair value exchange between brands and
individuals. The one-on-one relationship that social media facilitates provides an inherent ability for
brands to engage directly with their customers. Brands big or small realize that every conversation
has the potential to impact brand reputation, customer loyalty, and sales. The pace of growth in
social engagement continues to offer significant possibilities for the brands willing to embrace this
opportunity and satisfy customer needs on such a pervasive channel.

Source: Sprout Social Index, December 2013

User engagement is growing nine times faster than the social networks themselves (f.i. Facebook
and Twitter, as the chart over shows) combined.
Increasingly, the rate at which people turn to social media for interacting with brands for customer
service, sales inquiries, compliments, complaints, and other purposeful reasons is remarkable. This
is the reason why industries are building and bracing for greater social involvement in terms of
investment in social media and social media management systems. Businesses need to consider
15

increased investments in social as a customer care channel as well as retool parts of their
organization to accommodate the shift from traditional communication channels in order to meet
customer expectations. As consumers get more comfortable using social media for customer service
their expectations of brands to be timely and responsive increase. Unfortunately, average brand
response rates dipped and response times increased in the past year from an average of 10.9 hours to
11.3 hours. This is dramatically out of alignment with consumer expectations and isn’t showing
signs of improvement.

Source: Sprout Social Index, December 2013

Brands that want to create authentic, lasting social relationships can use this data in order to directly
and decisively improve social performance, keeping in mind that social media must be a fully
integrated communication layer.
Now it is important to decide which are the most effective to use to achieve our aims. We are
surrounded by a multitude of options for social media and it is a hard work to decide where to focus
on. The different social networks distinguish themselves according to several criteria.
First of all their focus is different. People can visit a personal networking site or a professional
networking site, and of course the purposes are not the same. In professional networking, people are
focused on doing their job better, on achievement, on success, and goal reaching. But those same
people on a personal networking site are focused on having fun, nostalgia, keeping up with friends
and family, and sharing personal information. Personal
networking sites are good for memories and connecting, while
professional networking sites are good for brand and career
building.
When it comes to sharing news online, Facebook and Twitter get
most of the attention but Pinterest is gaining ground in the news
category as well. A new study from Gigya, a social login
provider for many media companies, found that 20% of all
"media/publishing" related content shared to social networks in Q3/2013 was shared on Pinterest.
16

[Source: http://blog.gigya.com/trends-in-social-sharing-the-rise-of-pinterest/.] Facebook (40%)
and Twitter (30%) maintained leads in the category, but Pinterest gained some ground after
accounting for 18% of media and publishing shares in Q2.
Secondly we have to consider time. Since personal networking evokes a casual mindset in the user,
people can get sucked in and lose track of time. In this case, the social media outlet becomes a
distraction or a place to waste time. On the other hand, professional networking is more investing
time. People go there with a purpose to improve themselves, their company, or their future. In fact,
depending on the types of connections they make while on the professional networking site, they
may even find resources that help them save time.
Third distinction is the content of what people post on the various social media outlets is a big
differentiator as well. The type of content on a personal networking site is usually about friends,
family, or hobby activities, such as sailing, dogs, cars, etc. In contrast, most of the posts on
professional networking sites are about careers, brand updates, and economic news.
Last point, but not in order of relevance, is the emotional point of view. Personal networking sites
encourage users to express their emotions freely and also to share in the moment. You post
something and your friends can comment and share it with their friends too. So personal networking
tends to be focused on things that are fun, entertaining, and sometimes humorous. In professional
networking there are definitely emotions involved, but they aren’t expressed freely and instead they
are purposeful. Even if they are personal in nature, they
have an aspiration component to them. People even
carefully craft their status updates and replies before
posting them because they are focused on brand building
and professional development. People’s emotions are a
little more reserved because they’re trying to establish
and maintain their identity for the purpose of achieving
their professional goals.
Since each social media outlet has a distinct purpose, it is
important for all businesses to evaluate why they are on a
particular social media site, what their goals are for it, who they are targeting for their messages,
and how they can best use the medium to advance their company. Then, they have to decide which
type of networking (personal or professional) will help them achieve their objectives so they can
focus the majority of their time there. This does not mean to totally abandon one for the other; it’s
about knowing what works best in each circumstance and giving more attention to the one that
produces better results.
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THE EXPERIENCE INDEX

How and why to build a solid experience with the customer
A well-driven customer experience is critical for the brand success, so it should be measured and
managed with coherence and accuracy. Indeed, the customer
satisfaction is an important factor in running a business, since
it is the vanguard of the brand’s strategy or just a
motivational concept among the company values. Nowadays
customers have evolved to a point where they are in charge:
they can buy anything, anywhere, anytime. Technology has
made them smarter than
ever

before

and

social

media have given them a voice to broadcast their opinions.
Indeed, it is not about the relationship between brands and
consumers, but the exchange of information among consumers
and their network of friends, colleagues and relatives (word of
mouth). Furthermore, with more choices of brands and ways to
know them in depth (website, mobile app, store/location, social
media, emails, etc.), it is easier than ever for the consumer to switch from one to another brand.
For this reason, the Customer Relationship Measure (CRM) is a model for managing a company’s
interactions with current and future customers. It involves using technology to organize, automate,
and synchronize sales, marketing, customer service, and technical support. It uses satisfaction at the
brand level as its metric of choice to measure the customer experience and is just one part of a
robust system of metrics that include elements that drive satisfaction and future behaviors in order
to offer predictive and actionable insights to executives.

Touch points analysis
The focus of our analysis is the individual channel experiences as well as the interactions
consumers are having within each channel (touch-points), providing a comprehensive look at the
entire customer experience.
A touch-point is defined as the moment when a sensory interaction creates an emotional connection;
it can occur in different locations and can involve various different individuals. It could come from
the sales team, the trade partners and vendors, employees and finally the customers (on site, off site,
website, mobile platforms).
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The customers will form its opinion of what the brand delivers through their cumulative experience
in working with the brand, which has the ability to define and create this experience. In order to
reach this goal, the touch-points need to be embedded into the company systems and to have a place
in its marketing strategy.

The index
For our project we chose ten of the top Fashion & Luxury brands (nine well known plus an
emergent Italian one): we built an "experience index" and categorized them by different
characteristics in order to understand the various strategies they are using. We analyzed how these
brands use technology and digital devices to implement their marketing strategy and enhance their
relationships with clients, in order to create a seamless 360° customer experience. This emotional
and concrete experience is designed through an orchestrated strategy of different touchpoints, which
help customers to move into a sort of daily journey inside the brand itself. We divided the
touchpoints into digital ones (web + mobile) and physical ones (in-store, out-store,
pr/communication) and examined them in depth by personally choosing some key elements. We
critically analyzed these elements and gave a score to each of them, in order to create an index
which ranked the ten brands according to their effective use of technology applied to customer
experience. We first considered websites and newsletters, then the presence of the brands on social
media and mobile applications. Subsequently we personally visited the mono-brand stores and
tested the in-store experience and the various services attached to the purchases.

The evaluation
Analyzing the customer experience of the ten brands selected, we have identified and mapped out
all the touch-points in a guided pathway the customer can follow, from the digital to the physical
environment. Then we have assigned a score from 1 to 5 to each touch-point’s subcategory. The
score was critically decided by us, according to the following criteria:
5 = excellent, high performance
4 = good execution
3 = discrete, moderate execution
2 = bad/sufficient execution
1 = limited/insufficient presence or absence
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After that, we have calculated the average of each touch-point (website, social media, app, etc.),
having a minimum score of 1 and a maximum score of 5. Subsequently we have calculated the
weighted average of only the digital touch-points, after having appointed a weight each. We chose a
total of 100 percent (it seemed to us the best figure) and we split the “pie” into slices of 40, 30, 20,
10 percent. Each percentage was, as said before, appointed to a specific touch-point:

40% to social media, as we think nowadays they are the most powerful point of contact between
the brand and the customer.
30% to the website, which is still very important but whose relevance is decreasing over time.
20% to the mobile app, as – even if it is increasingly overtaking the other digital touch-points - is
not owned by all the brands we took into consideration.
10% to the email, which is the less customized and the worst tool of connection between the brand
and the consumer.

The last step was summing up all weighted totals in order to have a weighted total digital
experience. This former, added together with the total physical experience, gave us the final result
of the total 360° experience.
The results we obtained are showed in the chart (EXPERIENCE INDEX, EXCEL 1).
Digital experience
The touch-points we considered about the digital experience are: the website, social media, emails/newsletters and the mobile app (if existent).

WEBSITE

WEB
Website Indexing

Disposition of the items, order, understandability

Contents: quantity

Variety of contents

Contents: quality

Relevance and coherence of the contents

Interactivity
Design
Usability and technical
performance

Links to other social media or customizable
sections
Originality, coherence with brand image
Easy or difficult to use
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Originality, customization of the items, detailed

E-Commerce

descriptions

Load speed

Fast or slow

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook
Twitter

Number of followers/likes

Linkedin

Target

Pinterest

Tone/message

Instagram

E-MAILS AND NEWSLETTERS

E-MAILS

Nature and variety of contents,
Contents

degree of personalization

Frequency

Frequency and accuracy of updates

MOBILE APP

MOBILE
Contents

Variety of contents

Personalization

Chance to customize items or the app itself

Usability and technical
performance

Easy or difficult to use

Interactivity

Presence of games or involving activities

Design

Originality, coherence with brand image

Update

Up to date with news and collections

Store Locator

How to find the nearest store
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Physical experience

IN STORE

IN STORE
Store environment

Atmosphere inside the store

Product variety

Variety of the products exposed

Visual merchandising

Original and ordered disposition of the items

Digital screens

Presence of digital screens and their interactivity

Coherence of store/brand
image

Coherence between the brand image and the
environment

Retail tech innovation

Presence of digital devices

Service

Kindness and competence of the shop assistants

OUT STORE

OUT STORE

Ho.Re.Ca

Presence of hotels, restaurants or cafés owned by
the brand itself

Advertising campains/leaflets

Degree of originality and level of coherence with
the brand image

Experience index insight: the customized touch-points
#1BURBERRY
http://it.burberry.com/

Digital experience
Burberry has reached the maximum score in the website evaluation. It satisfied in the best possible
way every expectation. About the content we can find almost anything, from the last collection to
the runaway shows and all of them are presented in most original and coherent way. There is also a
section that is dedicated to "Burberry's foundation", a project built up by the brand with the aim to
support young creative talents. The degree of interactivity is high since inside you can create your
Customized Burberry trench or join the community "Burberry Acoustic" that allows you to publish
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your own song. In the website home you are also linked to the site "Kisses" where you can digitally
print your own kiss and send it to whoever you want.
The design of the website reflects the style of the brand, it is elegant and essential but in some way
unique. It is also easy to use and you can find all the contents you need in just a click. The ecommerce side is really good: you can select the items directly from the collection and you are
directed to the e-commerce page where you will be told about all the details regarding the item,
colors and sizes available. To conclude even the load speed is perfect, we could not expect anything
better than this from a website. In the site there is a special section where you can register inserting
your personal data. Unfortunately the newsletter cannot be customized with our own tastes and
areas of interest. The newsletter will keep you updated almost twice a week on events, promotions
and news coming from the brand.
Burberry is the best also in exploiting the social media, it is present on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Pinterest, Google+, LinkedIn, and of course it has its own official channel on You Tube.
Despite the high level of digitalization reached by the brand it still lack of an official mobile app.
Physical experience
We visited the Burberry store in Milan: everything was perfect, from the kindness of the shop
assistant to the atmosphere inside the store. The environment totally reflects the style of the brand,
wood furniture and elegant merchandise disposition. We were impressed by the politeness of the
shop assistant that explained us all the new items and collections in the store, from classical
trenches and fragrances. Moreover inside the shop, the customer can enjoy the special playlists form
Burberry Acoustic that, once again, positively influences the buyer.

#2GUCCI
http://www.gucci.com/it/home
Digital experience
Gucci is another well digitalized brand since it is present on different platforms. The website is well
organized and perfectly coherent with the brand image. The contents vary from the complete
collections to the storytelling of the company. Inside the site we have not interactive initiatives like
in Burberry’s one, anyway we have the chance of customize some of the most famous product of
the brand and buy it. The indexing is very well done and we can easily find what we are looking for.
Once we visualize the product we simply scroll with the mouse on it to see a brief description and
the cost of the product. For this reason we can assert that the e-commerce is well organized and
easy to use. There is also the chance of consult a professional personal shopper, in order to be
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suggested in the best way possible on your purchases. Gucci’s website has a direct connection with
all the social media on which the brand is present: Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Google+, Instagram
and YouTube. With just one click you can be redirected to the social media page you choose and
publish the item on you page. Furthermore you can register to Gucci’s newsletter directly from the
site. The newsletter service is perfect: the company keeps you updated on the new trends, new
collections and gift ideas for special occasions twice a week or even more.

Physical experience
Gucci’s physical experience is a 360 degrees one, from the Gucci museum in Florence, to
restaurants, bars and stores of course. We visited the store in Milan but it didn’t score high since it
is not special in terms of environment, service and digitalization. The shop assistants didn’t give us
information about the products and the organization of the merchandise was basic, of course it
reflected the brand’s image but it made the shop look like an ordinary one. From a digital point of
view there were only few screens displaying fashion shows.

#3RALPH LAUREN
http://www.ralphlauren.fr/home/index.jsp?ab=Geo_iUS_rUS_dFR&locale=it_FR

Digital experience
Ralph Lauren digital strategy extends from the website to the app. The website is well organized,
coherent with the brand image and easy to use, just like the previous two. There are some
interesting sections like “The style guide” and gift cards, where we can find suggestions about how
to wear the collections and advice on presents in different occasions. In the section “World of Ralph
Lauren” the user can find a link to the “RL Magazine”, an insight to flagship stores and a special
corner about jewels and watches. The e-commerce section is very well organized, divided in three
main areas: shop by brand, shop by categories and shop by features. The only negative side of the
website is the lack of interaction, in fact the user cannot customize any item nor find any involving
activity. Talking about the newsletter, it reached a good score. This due to the fact that the quantity
of the contents is satisfying and the emails occur with high frequency.
Ralph Lauren has also a well-designed mobile app. However it lacks in originality and interactivity.
The contents are quite limited: they include the latest collection, the link to the Ralph Lauren
magazine and to the website. Just like the website and the newsletter, the app suffers of lack of
personalization and links to social media.
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Physical experience
The Ralph Lauren’s store in Milan definitely reflects and is coherent to the brand image. The
environment and the service are quite pleasant but we noticed a complete lack of retail tech
innovation and digital screens. The brand has also an out-store extension in two restaurants,
Chicago Ralph Lauren and Paris Ralph’s.

#4TORY BURCH
http://www.toryburch.it/

Digital experience
Tory Burch’s website is the first one in which we noticed a decrease in originality and lack of
multimedia contents. The contents go from stores locator, boutiques and gift cards to new
collections. The most relevant corner is the one about the stylist’s blog, where she gives advice
about several topics, like style, beauty, culture, travel, entertaining and music. The user has no
chance to experience any sort of interactivity and the only multimedia corner is the one about
runaways, where of course we can find videos. The website includes the links to all its social media
pages: Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Pinterest, Instagram and YouTube.

Physical experience
Due to the lack of a store in Milan we based our analysis on the judgment of a third person, who
visited the store in London. The store environment is not special, with good product variety and
coherence to the brand image. However the absence of screens and retail technology is evident and
it bothers the brand digital image.

#5MARC JACOBS
http://www.marcjacobs.com/

Digital experience
Marc Jacob’s website is rich in contents and easy to use but lacks in interactive features. The most
relevant corner in terms of engagement is the “World of Marc Jacobs”, where the user can
experience the brand in every possible shade, from social media to “Meet the Marc family”. The
brand is present in all the most important social media but does not have a mobile app. The
newsletter is quite poor and sporadic.
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Physical experience
The Marc Jacob’s store is characterized by product variety and is coherent to the brand’s image.
The presence of digital screens and retail tech innovation is in the average.

#6CALVIN KLEIN
http://explore.calvinklein.com/it_IT/

Digital experience
The website is minimalistic and easy to use, full of contents and rapid in load speed. Lack of
interactivity and no e-commerce section are the biggest weaknesses of the website. Customers’
engagement is enhanced thanks to the hashtag #mycalvins, which allows the users to upload
pictures of themselves wearing Calvin’s underwear. The store locator section is accurate and well
designed. The brand is present in all the social media: Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Google+,
Instagram and YouTube. The newsletter is nothing more than a monthly update of collections and
events.

Physical experience
We could not find a Calvin Klein’s store in Milan (there is only a Calvin Klein Jeans one), thus we
visited the brand corner in the shopping mall La Rinascente. Of course this experience cannot be
compared with the one in a mono-brand store. Product disposition and variety were satisfactory,
digital screens and technology items were absent.

#7TOMMY HILFIGER
http://it.tommy.com/on/demandware.store/Sites-EU-Site/it_IT/

Digital experience
The website design is quite simple and with basic contents about the collections, the runaways and
the e-commerce. However is not so immediate to use and does not provide any detail about the
collections. The only distinctive corner is the one about the Hilfiger family, on which is based the
storytelling of all the advertisement campaigns. The e-commerce section is complete and rich in
contents, with a lot of subcategories. The brand lacks of an official mobile application and the
newsletter updating occurs monthly.
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Physical experience
We visited Tommy Hilfiger mono-brand store. The environment is quite personal, the lights are low
and the shop assistants are young people reflecting the style of the brand. The service was really
good and personalized.

#8GIORGIO ARMANI
http://www.armani.com/it/giorgioarmani

Digital experience
Giorgio Armani website completely reflects the elegant and sophisticated image of the brand. The
contents are satisfying both in quality and in quantity. A good engagement level is reached through
sections like Armani Live, where the user can choose among several topics: fashion, lifestyle,
events, editorial, beauty and runaways and catalogues. Once you select the preferred area you are
redirected to different articles, video and other contents. Inside the website there are links to the
social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Google+, YouTube). The e-commerce page
is well designed and contains all the info about the collections. On the website the user has the
chance to register in order to receive all the news about the brand. However there is no accuracy in
the newsletter, which is insufficient in terms of contents and frequency. There is no official mobile
app of the brand: the customer can just find the one dedicated to the famous Armani perfume Acqua
di Gioia.

Physical experience
The Armani boutique in Milan scored the best. The store is well organized and it also has a high
level of digitalization: there are screens everywhere and some tablets on the desks, where you can
see the whole collection and find the item you are looking for. In the shop there are also headphones
to listen to the playlists created by the brand. Near the boutique there are also the Armani bookstore
and the Armani Café and Restaurant, which are an out-store extension of the brand.

#9LOUIS VUITTON
http://www.louisvuitton.it/front/#/ita_IT/Homepage

Digital experience
The website’s contents are quantitatively and qualitatively relevant: the user can easily find
information about products and collections, the maison itself and openings, events and exhibitions.
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In the “World of Louis Vuitton” there are insights about collaborations, initiatives and values of the
brand. The user can easily create a “My LV account” in order to personalize his experience and
save preferences. The biggest problem of the website is related to the e-commerce section, which is
a bit chaotic and not very fast in terms of load speed. The LV newsletter is one of the best
structured and richest in contents. More or less once a week the emails let the user know about the
latest advertising campaigns, the launch of new iconic products, events and exhibitions. The brand
increases its celebrity thanks to its presence on all the most important social media: Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Google+, Pinterest, Foursquare, YouTube. Furthermore the brand developed
two mobile apps, different in contents and purpose. The one named “Louis Vuitton Pass” lets the
user discover exclusive content and access dedicated product selection. The other one, “Louis
Vuitton City Bags”, has been developed by Rizzoli NY and lets the user enjoy a surprising
interactive experience with the iconic models of the LV city bags.

Physical experience
The experience in the Louis Vuitton store is very positive: the environment is pleasant and the sales
assistance is tailored and customized. Differently from the store in London, the one in Milan does
not have screens and digital touches.

#10MSGM
http://www.msgm.it/

Digital experience
The website welcomes the user with a video of the catwalk of the latest MSGM collection. The
indexing is quite essential but leads the user to the main sections of the website. There are few
corners, well designed and exhaustive: collections, stores, press/journal and online store. The
contents are quite limited, due to the fact that the brand is present on the market only since the 2010
(but the archive section is well organized). The e-commerce section is easy to use, well orchestrated
but still immature in the design.

Physical experience
The mono-brand store totally lacks in technological devices. It looks like a common shop and it is
quite impersonal. However it reflects the image of an emergent brand that still has to grow up and
build its personality.
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Experience index insight: the social media phenomenon
Within our analysis of the brands’ digital experience, we focused our attention especially on the
social media dimension.
Firstly, we made this choice because during these months of project we discovered how fast the
world of social media is moving.
Secondly, without any doubt, social networking sites and mobile apps can be described as the
leading digital phenomenon of the XXI century. “It’s a new age of marketing and editorial
intersecting with digital luxury marketing and social media to create online buzz for the world’s
best luxury brands” says Christopher Parr, an industry leader with over 15 years of experience in
digital marketing.
Last, but not the least, in our work we were supported by an expert in communication and social
media, our academic tutor Antonio Santangelo.
Luxury brands are focused and targeted. On Facebook, for instance, they are unique clubs that
discerning fans want to join. The attraction, and connection, to a luxury brand is all about affiliation
to a unique experience. Affluent consumers need to be engaged in the digital experience of the
luxury brand they love.
Our SNA (Social Network Analysis) touches few but very important data of all the social media of
each brand in our index. The results (SOCIAL MEDIA INDEX, EXCEL 2) are quite interesting.
The number of followers gives us an idea of the possible market of these brands, even if we know
that is not 100% credible. According to these data, Burberry, Louis Vuitton and Gucci are the most
well known fashion and luxury brands in the world of social media.

Facebook popularity

Burberry 17MLN
Louis Vuitton 16,6MLN
Gucci 12MLN
Calvin Klein 8,8MLN
Tommy Hilfiger 8,3MLN
Ralph Lauren 7,5MLN
Giorgio Armani 6MLN
Marc Jacobs 1,4MLN
Tory Burch 974K
MSGM 34K
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The number of posts, indeed,
helps

us

understand

the

frequency of update of the
networks: we discovered that
some brands (Marc Jacobs
over all and Burberry to
follow) are incredibly active in
posting articles and sharing
data on social media. Taking
into consideration Twitter, for
instance, Marc Jacobs Intl and
Burberry have both an average
of 3/4 tweets a day. However, very strategically, luxury brands prefer to post less frequently than
other brands. The reasons behind this behaviour are shown in the image above: luxury brands want
to be accessible – but also reserved and exclusive. Luxury brand are more calculated and unique in
their flow of communications. They want to make sure the messages are worth their customers’
time – so they offer and create unique stories, images and videos. Burberry and Tommy Hilfiger are
the best brands using this strategy. With its Burberry Acoustic, the British brand lately engaged
young artists and probably attracted the young audience these latter have. Tommy Hilfiger, on the
other hand, a few years ago launched the ad campaign entitled Meet the Hilfigers. The brand created
a fashionable and fictitious family in order to embrace the new media and deliver to consumers a
concept, a story, a value.
Coming back to our social media index, targeting the audience went together with the analysis of
the marketing message and the tone
used by each brand. Is the brand
conveying the right message to the
right target of consumers? The answer
needs to be positive, if we want to see a
brand succeed. In our opinion, all the
10 Fashion & Luxury brands in
analysis, with only slightly variations,
perfectly respect the coherence between
target market and tone/message. We
defined our brands’ customers mostly
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as “adults/young adults” and “youth” and we definitely know that social network users are generally
20-50 years old. Facebook is the “youngest” social network, while LinkedIn is the “eldest” (as the
chart above shows). This distinction is borne in mind by most of the brands, which know how to
approach consumers on the different social media. The contents shared on Facebook are primarily
images of the latest collection or photos of the celebrities wearing the brand’s product. On Twitter
the user can find images as well but also 140-fonts news in very real time. Pinterest and Instagram
try to attract consumers’ attention using the power and immediacy of images.
However, talking about these different approaches, we noticed that, thanks to the possibility to
share simultaneously the same contents on different social media, most of the brands put aside their
creativity. That means, for instance, that sometimes the user can find the same post both on
Facebook and on Twitter/Instagram, without any sort of differences. We provide the following
example, taken from Ralph Lauren.

Instagram

Facebook

This use of social media is, according to us, not very profitable in the long run because it leads to a
loss of the potential of every single tool. This is the only negative aspect we found in the
“entertainment” social media. On the other hand, each brand reveals a very strong coherence within
its multiple social media. This behavior can help each brand to be immediately recognizable on the
different social platforms.
Nevertheless, if we exclude Burberry and Tommy Hilfiger with the initiatives we already talked
about, no brand has a very innovative and differentiated approach on social media, compared to the
others.
LinkedIn, in our opinion, has to be considered aside from the other social media we analyzed. The
approach the fashion and luxury brands have on this platform is much more concrete. Most of the
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brands we studied in depth are present on the LinkedIn world with a meager page containing some
information about the company itself (very short description, number of employees, etc.). Then, in
most of the brands’ pages, the user can find and browse all the jobs offered by the company. Only
the young MSGM, for the time being, does not have his own LinkedIn page. But it will surely be a
matter of time.

THE CHANEL MOBILE APP MOCK-UP

Photogallery & news
In this section of the app the user can see pictures of celebrities wearing Chanel during events
sponsored by the brand itself but also on the red carpet of special ceremonies, such as festivals and
premières. The user can display the outfits in full screen and zoom on details and accessories. This
section has to be often updated in order to guarantee a daily-basis relationship between the brand
and the customer. The user can browse pictures by date, event, or see the always updated Top 10
photos.

In this section there should be also pictures of the advertising campaigns and photos of the brand’s
testimonials of the latest years (let’s say, 2000-2014).
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Thanks to the section News, indeed, the user can enjoy in every moment the brand experience
directly on the iPhone/iPad and possibly download content for offline browsers. This section, as
well as the previous one, has to be kept constantly updated with the latest news from the Chanel
fashion world, directly from the official web site of the brand.

Videos
In this section the user can find the most popular videos of the brand, thanks to a direct link to the
Chanel channel on YouTube and to the videos on the “Inside Chanel” section in the main website.

A mobile version of all the videos will be created in order to suit the different devices and to
distinguish them from the ones presented online. In this section the user will also be able to watch
the live stream of the current fashion shows and to browse videos of the past fashion shows.

Newsletter
When the user downloads the app and for the first time registers in it, credentials will be asked in
order to create a user personal profile. This process is useful to target the customers and to cluster
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them in well organized mailing lists, according to their preferences. The credentials used can be
age, sex, area/s of interest (fragrance, fashion, makeup, skincare, fine jewellery and watches) and
allow the user to stay always up-to-date on all the latest Chanel news and happenings.

Chanel Newsletter
Age 18-25

26-35

Sex female

male

36-45

Area/s of interest fragrance
skin care

fine jewellery

46-60

fashion

make-up

watches

Store locator
In this section of the app the customer can select a city and look for her/his closest stores with
phone number and details. The current Chanel application (that we have previously analyzed) has a
well designed store locator which could be modified by adding more interactive and personalized
features.

Game: create your own Chanel look/outfit
In this section the user, looking through the most famous and iconic products, can create his own
personalized look: personalization is crucial in today’s competitive fashion industry! Once the outfit
will be created it will be possible to share it on the main social networks, using customized tags (f.i.
#customizeyourchanel). These pictures will be presented online in an ad hoc created website that
will change daily/weekly, according to the most “liked” pictures on Facebook/Instagram/Twitter
etc.
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Iconic product & storytelling
This section of the app will be based on Storytelling: there will be a complete description of the
story of each product starting from the sketch up to the final item. We thought about arranging the
iconic products following a chronological criterion which shows the evolution of the brand during
the time. The user could touch each icon and access the contents and features of each iconic product
in a pop-up.

Chanel 2.55

“Innovation! One cannot be innovating. I want to create classics.”
The Chanel 2.55 is the most famous leather handbag
manufactured by Gabrielle-Coco Chanel. In the 1920s Coco,
tired of having to carry her handbags in her arms and
recognizing that modern women needed to have their hands free
while attending social functions, designed a double-chain
shoulder strap (inspired by the ones found on soldiers’ bags). It
was something common in down-market products, but rare in
luxury circles at the time: the chains were attached by leatherthreaded chain inserted though eyelets. Coco Chanel introduced
the resulting design of the handbag to the market in 1929 and, after its successful comeback to the
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fashion industry in 1954, she decided to update the handbag for the modern woman: the resulting
design was called 2.55 after the date of creation, February 19551. The handbag’s features have all a
piece of tale to tell. From the inside out:
• The lining – the lining’s burgundy color represents the color of the uniforms from the convent
where Coco grew up.
• The inside compartment – there’s a zippered compartment on the inside of the front flap. That is
where Chanel is rumored to have stored her love letters in her original bag.
• The backside – there’s a back outside flap on the handbag, for storage of money.
• The shoulder strap – the caretakers of the convent where she grew up held the keys at their waist
dangling from the same type of chains as the 2.55 shoulder strap chains.
• The front lock – the bag originally came with a front lock called “the Mademoiselle Lock” (in
reference to Coco Chanel never marrying). Since the 1980s, versions can also be supplied with a
lock in the shape of a double CC logo.
In February 2005, the 50th anniversary of the purse, Karl Lagerfeld released an exact copy of the
original one, called Reissue 2.55.

Chanel little black jacket

“Simplicity is the keynote of all true elegance.”
At the age of 72 years, in 1954 Coco Chanel presented for the first time one of its most iconic
creation: the little black jacket. She stole this garment from men’s closet, taking her inspiration
from the jackets worn by the staff of an Austrian hotel. Particular features: short, unlined, soft,
collarless, made in tweed and with a metallic chain sewn inside in order to make the “petite veste
noire” perfect on women’s body, in any occasion, and for all the silhouettes. The final aim was once
again to free the woman from constrictions, and the result was inventing an iconic outfit and a one
in a million venture in the fashion system. Coco knew
exactly what women want and from Romy Schneider to
Jacqueline Kennedy the little black jacket arrived to our
days, to its contemporary reincarnations courtesy of
creative director Karl Lagerfeld. Inspired by menswear,
straight and fluid, without interfacing, the ensemble
provides absolute freedom of movement. Four real pockets,
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braid in matching tones or contrasting, buttons stamped with the symbol of the house, and
especially, new for the period, no buttons without button holes. Finally, sewn into the silk lining, a
delicate chain ensures that the jacket falls perfectly. A revolution.

The tweed
The tweed is one of the most used and iconic texture of Chanel. Every iconic product has been
made using this textile. The love of Chanel for the tweed began in 1924 when the house founder
Gabrielle Chanel embarked upon a relationship with the Duke of Westminster. Although Chanel
had used Scottish wool, preferably from the Shetland Islands, in her atelier before meeting the
Duke, their relationship encouraged the influence of yet more Scottish materials and traditions,
particularly the tweeds worn by the Duke. Chanel's iconic tweed, or bouclé as it is better known,
was a result of Coco's experimentation with the traditional woolen cloth hand-woven by the
inhabitants of the highlands. Coco loved its irregularity and so her signature tweed was born.

Chanel striped tee

“A woman can be over dressed but never over elegant.”
The striped t-shirt was originally a naval sailor’s uniform,
designed to help distinguish the sailors from the waves so you
could find them more easily when they fell overboard. At the
time, all the French navy hailed from Brittany, so the shirt was
coined the “Breton” shirt and displayed 21 stripes – one for
each Napoleon’s victory. The sweater was manufactured in
both cotton and wool for sailors, but caught on with other
workers in Brittany due to its practicality. Eventually this
became the popular garment for any sailor, not just those with the military. On a trip to the coast,
Coco Chanel became inspired by the sailor’s clothing and used it in her 1917 nautical line. Chanel
designed her Breton top for ladies to be worn with flared trousers as a stark contrast to the thenpopular corseted dress look for women. By the 1930s, the Breton stripe had been elevated to “haute
couture” status, making it a popular choice for fashionable upper class ladies.
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The Camelia by Chanel

“Simplicity is the keynote of all true elegance.”
One of the most amazing things about Chanel - vintage and new is how Coco Chanel's personal story is reflected over and over
again in the details. That goes right down to the Camelia flowers,
featured on bags and jewellery. Camelia is a flower found in
eastern and southern Asia, where it has the meaning of longevity.
Coco was fascinated by its almost geometrical roundness, the
perfection of its petals and by the total absence of perfume. Coco
fell in love with this flower after one was given to her by poloplayer lover, Boy Capel. She started pinning silk versions to her
lapels, her hair, and the blossom found a home on the black and gold lacquered Coromandel screens
in her apartment at 31, Rue Cambon.
It was the 1913 when the flower was first worn by Mademoiselle Chanel. The Camelia flower is the
symbol of the courtesan. In 1933 the Camelia motif, as know it in its present form, makes its first
official appearance on a black suit with white accents. For Coco there were 100 ways to wear the
flower, and still today the Maison celebrates it in its collections, from bags, to shoes, passing by
jewellery and bijoux. From now on the Camelia became one of the most important symbols of the
Chanel House.

Chanel n°5

“Where should one use perfume?” a young woman asked. “Wherever one wants to be kissed.”
For the first time the couturier revolutionized the world of perfume
by creating in 1921 her fragrance, the first of its kind. A scent should
be important as her style of dress.
For the first time N°5 defined the convention of perfume which
glorifies every single flower fragrance. Coco Chanel asked the
perfume designer Ernest Beaux to create a perfume “which smells
like a woman”. He found his muse in the midnight sun of the Arctic
Circle: the polar ice, frigid seascape, and whiteness of the snowy
terrain sparked his desire to capture the crisp fragrance of this
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landscape into a new perfume compound. Chanel N°5 is the first perfume in the floral-aldehyde
group and the first by the quantity of aldehydes in its composition: the top notes are composed of
aldehydes, bergamot, lemon, neroli and ylang-ylang, the heart of jasmine, May rose, lily of the
valley and iris, while the base is created of vetiver, sandalwood, vanilla, amber and patchouli. The
use of aldehyde made N°5 even more mysterious and impossible to decipher.
For the first time, a fragrance was named after a number, which gives it a sentimental note out of
date. Coco Chanel chose the fifth sample proposed by Mr. Beaux also for the number’s magical
luck giving quality. Superstitious, Chanel presented her new perfume on the fifth day of the fifth
month of 1921.
For the first time, a perfume is presented in a simple laboratory flacon, pure, austere, as bare as vial.
Its topper, cut like a diamond, is inspired by the geometry of Place Vendôme.

RESULTS

After the compilation of the index we discovered that our opinions were quite different from the
ones we started (from i.e. the L2 report). In fact the final result of our work has given this new
aspect to the classification:

1. Gucci
2. Louis Vuitton
3. Tory Burch
4. Ralph Lauren
5. Burberry
6. Giorgio Armani
7. Tommy Hilfiger
8. Marc Jacobs
9. Calvin Klein
10. MSGM

This new chart has some important changes in respect to the first one. Burberry went down to the
5th place, this is a strong message. The reason of this fall is probably due to the lack of a mobile
application. In fact the brand has a lot of innovative initiatives on the website and on social media
but unfortunately it robs points in terms of a complete seamless customer experience. Also Marc
Jacobs lost some positions for the same reason. On the other hand Louis Vuitton stepped up in the
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chart reaching the second position and showing its ability in delivering the customer a complete
awareness of the brand. The other brands remained almost in the same position, reconfirming the
considerations from the L2 report.
These results made us reflect about the importance we gave to each touch-point section of the
index. In fact also if we almost gave for granted that Burberry had the best initiatives and the best
skills in exploiting the social media platforms, we didn’t considered that the lack of one element
like the mobile application could weight this much on the score. This means that we should not
forget that we are talking about a 360° experience and no aspect should be set aside.
Moreover, one of the sections of our work consisted exactly in developing a mock-up mobile
application for a Fashion & Luxury brand. After a long research, we chose Chanel because, despite
its fame and worldwide brand awareness, it lacks of a seamless digital strategy. An example above
all, the Chanel website does not have an e-commerce section for online sales. Talking about digital,
the brand only exploits in a good way the social media power by keeping its pages constantly
updated and rich in contents. We want to point out, however, that Chanel does not have an official
Instagram page (or it has an empty page with 1.3M followers, it’s not clear). If we switch, then, to
the field of mobiles, Chanel has not developed yet a well orchestrated mobile application. That’s the
reason why we tried to create a mobile application which could satisfy the customers thanks to
multiple functions.
The world of fashion is moving towards a digital approach, trying to implement the physical in
store and out store experience with a more technological support. By tech-savvy support we mean
social media, website, microsite, applications, digital initiatives and everything connected with the
multichannel strategy (like the ones Burberry took in consideration these latest years).
We are aware that luxury brands are “afraid” of digital and social marketing approaches because
opening up information about themselves to a much wider audience go against the exclusive nature
of luxury brands. A brand like Chanel is a good example of this behavior. In fact, its consumers’
target is really high and, because of that, the brand itself had made a choice of not implementing a
360° digital strategy in order to keep its exclusiveness.
“Social media means the democratisation of information. Do you really want to do that if you’re at
the top of the luxury scale? That’s a question that fundamentally a lot of companies may not have
answered for themselves.” says Markus Kramer, Aston Martin marketing director.
But nowadays marketing and sales channels are changing rapidly. The consumers’ attitudes have
modified and even a prestigious brand like Chanel should change its strategy and take into
consideration the new trends which are affecting the world of Fashion and Luxury. Otherwise, it is
going to have to work harder if it wants to continue winning the consumers' favour. We think that
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even a brand like Chanel needs to "embrace the digital”, as its competitors did, in order to increase
loyalty by involving the consumers and illuminating upon brand heritage.

APPENDIX
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